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"It’Bitcoin A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” It called a Technology that a lot of of us had
never heard of called Bitcoin, but a little group of tech savvy internet surfers saw the potential in it
and an initial version of the program was launched in 2009 2009.s the year 2014, and the globe
offers witnessed something extraordinary, the rise of the Bitcoin. If Bitcoin had been a politician, its
profession would have been over and forgotten, but Bitcoin can be a technology, an extremely

ingenious kind of technology that will create a wave of transformation in relation to how economies
work. It all started in 2008 with the now famous whitepaper entitled “ It tells the story on how Bitcoin
gained its world-wide attention and how it spawned several Crypto currency alternatives. You need
to understand that although lucrative now, before 2013 the Bitcoin was relatively lower in value &
most people involved do so because of the potential as an alternative to do financial transactions

rather than the investment opportunity of a lifetime that some people see it today.Despite the waves
of negative publicity it has already established to endure again and again, it’ Cyprus was among

those countries who noticed the potential early on as more and more banks shut down and
conserving accounts become inaccessible. Bitcoin strike the spotlight in early 2013 when the first
major gains in cost occurred, with the recession still putting a lot of pressure on countries around

Europe something had to provide.s still around and its cryptocurrency offspring are popping up like
the kids of Genghis Khan with most of them across the world. compiled by the still mysterious

Satoshi Nakamoto."This book talks about explaining the technologies behind the Crypto Currencies
movement that is booming around the world in 2014. Since then the advancement power has

drastically increased as increasingly more users became thinking about the potential that Bitcoin
acquired.Wearing down why Bitcoin and other Crypto currencies have the potential to go the

financial system out of the 20th century into the 21st century. The book also offers a clear warning
about the chance of investing in crypto currencies and how exactly to place the Ponzi schemes
and the valueless bitcoin clones.The writer Antonie Geerts is an experienced technologist and

introduced the first Irish Crypto currency Gaelcoin in 2014. As a lecture and speaker Antonie has
helped several universities around Ireland in understanding and building their own crypto currencies.
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